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PADUCAH, KY.,'SATURDA.Y MORNING, APRIL 21, 1906.

t, THE WORK OF RELIEF
IS NOW BEING PUSHED

building finished about six months
ago and erected at a cost of $2,000,000. It was destroyed.

JURY DRAWN'FOR
COMING TER M

•

.
I

VOL 220 NO. 302

SLIGHT SYMPTOMS.
--Indicate That Chicago May Suffer
From Earthquake Within a
Few Years
Chicago, April 20.—Thete ire slight
indications that Chicago may exeperisnce an earthquake within a few
years, according to Prof. J. Paul
Gew(17. Pf the 1.."--i---r!::
igetAugy 4;44;U4-. • i ha:• Wis
. st;m4.:•t,
'01..4. *. * tam species of rock in the earth inside
or near the city limits, he believes, is
au indication of a condition that MINNIE WEBBER
DIED, AND
might result in the dismantling of a
HER BODY IS COVERED
p/ortion of the city.
"There is no absolute geological
WITH BRUISES.
proof that Chicago may have an
earthquake in he next few years,"
Prof. Goode declared. "One can detect slight symptoms, however. Certain formations of certain kinds of Mr. William Brannon Died Yesterday
rock underneath Chicago might be
Afternoon of Eryslia:las of the
taken as an indication. An earthquake is as simple as the breaking of
Face at His Horne.
a timber.
"I believe that the seat of the disturbance at San Francisco was about
seven' miles below the surface of the
s,
Yesterday Coroner Frank Eaker
earth. It was quite probably a slipping of the crust of the earth. Gen- was advised that Mrs. Minnie'Weberally one 'block of crust slips up ber, wife of John' Webber, died.in a
while the other slips down. The fo- shantyboat at the mouth of CIank's
cus of the disturbance may be noted river, several miles above the city.
by the direction of the cracks in the The information was. to • the effect
that there were many bruises upon
wrecked buildings.
"The Sierra Madre mountains are the woman's body, and she had had
young and are growing slowly, ani no physician attending 'her at death.
Mr. Eaker went up to the shantyno dor•ht their growing was the cause
boat and examined the , corpse,
of the earthquake.which, he reports, is covered witk
bruises. The woman's husband was
not at the shaetyboat at the time,
being, a fisherman, and away from
home. The coioner could gkan
nothing definite, except hearsay, and
came home, but will go imp -there again
this morning to thoroughly examine
into the matter.

UNUSUAL DEATH
REPORTED TO
THE CORONER

Death Penalty For Looting.
San 'Francisco, Cal., April zo.—
Mayor Schmitz has issued the fol•
lowing proclamation to the people of
San Francisco:
"The federal troops, the members
41,
the
i,.:„,u,ar police force and all
special police officers have been
authorized to kill any and all persons engaged in looting or in the
commission of'any other crime.
"I have directed all the gas and
electric lighting companies not to JURY OF
LAWYERS
turn on gas or electricity until I
AND COURT OFFICERS
order them to do, so.
You may
therefore expect the city to remain
in darkness for an indefinite time.
"I request all citizens to remain
at home from darkness until day- Judge Reed Sentenced Those
Prisonl!ght every night until order is reers to Whom This Had Not
stored.
GREAT SUFFERING FROM STARVATION. THIRST AND EXPOS- "I warn all citizens
of the danger
• Been Done.
URE IMMIN101+;11X4 ELIPPLY TRAINS ARE NOW ARRIVING. of tire from damaged or destroyed
chimneys broken or leaking gas
TWENTY OTHVI..CtAlti.l'TOR
NIA TOWNS AND CITIES DE- pipes or fixtures or any like causest
.
More Troops Ordered to Scene.
STROYED Olt- SAIKAtiED. LOB ANGELES SAFE SO FAR.
Oakland, Cal., April
ao.—The YOUNG HLCKMAN
••S'
water famine in San Francisco beINDICTED WITH OTHERS
came so desperate this afternoon that
Ur CM
riots
erefeared.
th
•
To
ch..:
prevent
Ferry BuildiatV'Saft''•714aficisco, fo%vivors Homeless and Suffering;
April 20.—The fire
finder control,
agnifecant Buildings in Ruins. people in the madness of despair
it having been 'cheated at. Vastness iSan Francisco, April
20.—The from fighting or the small supply
Judge W. Mt Reed yesterday b2avenue and in ehaWssion.
ptiople of 'San Francisco homeless loft, an additional regiment of fedThe tire is
of aid, starving are facing the awful eral troops was ordered to the city. gan preparing for his, coming term
Russian Hill temird the bay, but calamity .which swept the great city The first regiment started Mimed- oi civil circuit court, by drawing thv
pttely front Vancouver Barracks. list of jurors from the jury box, anti
•
will not spread *e.4.'
practically out of existence with
Probably a oftottetb,,of the city is spirit of resigned,fortitude ,that must Other regiments of troops have corning the names over to Circu.t
4
safe.
cprnmand the admiration of the been directed to leave, immediately Clerk Joe A. Killer, who has
world. There are no evidences of for San Francisco from' all the near- Sheriff Ogilvie oni summon the men
itRISCO SITU ASTON
weakness to be seen among the by posts. These orders came from for jursi service during the session
SUMMARIZED. 4-toseds of stricken people moVisig ,Secretary of War Taft at Washing- coat lamas far six weeks. He convenes, the term Monday morning
back reluctantly upon each advance ton.
Suffering of the people from lack and, devotes the first week to callDead
...s
5,000 ci the destroying flames which conof water and food is indcscriblc. ing. over the docket, and setting ths
Homeless
300,000 tinue to sweep towards the ocean.
,rt1- '
Injured
15,000 Appalled for the moment, but un- There are practically no provisions dotes upon which the respActive ac- CHAIRMAN HANK WILL NOT
Died of Erysipelas.
Property loss
tion will be tried. When he finishe,;
jjoo,000,000 daunted, the bravery e:xhibited by left in the city of San Francisco.
DO THIS UNTIL
Yesterday
afterdoon at 4.30 o'clock
•
Area
burned
(square
with the common law side of the
NEXT WEEK.
men, women and children in the
Mr.
William
Brannon died at his
miles)
docket, he dismisses the petit jurors,
The Red Cross Takes Action.,
12 face of overwhelming
disaster
home in 602 Goebel avenue; caused
City blocks burned
1,150 that of
Washington, April aoh—Prefeistent and himself individually tries the
a race destined to arise
by an attack of erysipelas of the face,
confercnce with equity cases. Yesterday he gjanced City Clerk Bailley and Mr. Enders that has
stronger than ever out of the ruins Roosevelt, after a .
kept him ailing for a week
THE CATASTROPHE IN BRIEF.
Miss !Stable Boardman, of the Amer- over)the docket and counting up the
Working Hard on the Tax Bills.
or two.
which now surround them.
•
L.
Death list in San Francisco is now
Othec Poi* News.
- The young man some 27/ years of
There is little left today of the ican Red Cross, today issioet1 an ap- 'cases, found he had 16o actions bepeal to the American people to aid fore him, wisi,ch is only 'bolo half
eetimated at 5,000.
age, and a ship calker by tradi. He
gay city.
Francisco. He asked that all of what he hahd the last court, and
San
has Mini" frierlas- hire, who regret to
There seems little hope now of
General Funston telegraphs 203,- saving the choitest residence section contributions be made through the this shows he it -gradually weeding
Chairman Harry Hank, of the pub- learn of his death.
iirst etxhpeeet
000 are homeless and facing fatnine of the city. lying west and north of officials of the American National n
jous manud
acrapri
latriaonpidoftnastun
ites.
r of
This afternoon the funeral swim
in lic improvement committee of the
of food and water.
aldermen board, yesterday announced will occur at the residence, and
Vannes% avenue. The men of the Red Cross, who have effected syshiteffire department who have through- tematic arrangements to distribute dotlatching business, jinti will be-- that he would not open until next ment will be in Oak Grove cemetery.
Nob Hill, the fashionable residence out
assistance.
needed
tore many morc terms pass, have week bids put in by contractors, statthe entire conflagration done
district, is burned. Water supply cut
dispoictl a everything before him, ing for what the); siirculd repaint and
splendid
work
are
still
makini
off.
A Quake in Michigan.
laving for any one term only those renovate the interior of the City Hall
strenuous efforts to check the allcases tiled during the time inte:- building, which is to be put in firstdevouring
flames,
but
Calu
avail.
met.
without
Mich.,
April
30.—A4,
Property loss is placed at $3oo,o00,000 in San Francisco and still grow- Water is in better supply. but of !earthquake shock which was felt dis- vening after the next session precd• class condition.- Miember Chamberlain, of the committee, is out of towth
l". Throughout the state', it will little use apparently against the 1 tinctly throughout Hancock and was ing. Of course, there are always
most pronounced in the
mount ;goo the hundreds of millions. t.eadway gained by the fire.
Quincy, n,ore or less suits hanging over. but and Mr. Bell has been sick, therefore
Chairman Hank wants to wait until
mine, killed one man and injured he is ratoidly, disposing of them.
Number of buildings in ruins or
they can be present.
Cost Millions.
Special Criminal Term.
four others while working one mile
bottled is placed at iso.000.
The great new Flood building. below the earth's surface in that
MEETINGS WILL BE HELD TOCity Tax Bills.
Judge Reed directed Clerk Miller
Twenty thousand persons were in- built by Jas. Flood, at a cost of property today.
MORROW IN BCYTH. TEST
City Clerk Henry Bailey and his
jured in San Fyiy.eilaco and nearby $4,000.000, and occupied about a year
AND CHURCH.
In numerous instances buildings yesterday to issue the order for the assistant,
MT. Hegry Enders, are
ago; the new Merchants' Exchange rocked, chimneys fell and dishes special term of criminal court that
Iwo&
working hard on the city tax bills,
building on California street, erected rattled, terrifying the citizens and %sill be held during the month
and'
the former believes that they
Governyient troops arc in control at a cost of, $2,500,000; the Crocker causing scores of men, women and June, commencing the 25th. Ile inGreat Good Accomplished by Rev.
will
have
the undertaking finally comof the city, to prevent robbery of the building at Montgomery and Market children
structed
that the extra session be
Farrar, Who Has Effected Over
to rush from their homes.
dead and to compel everyone to aid streets, a million-dollar
of two weeks duration, as he thinks pleted by.the middle of next month,
too Convenions.
structure;
at
which
time
they will turn the bills
in rescue work. Three ghouls were the Mills building at Bush
it will take that length of time to
and Insurance Companies Will Only
over to the auditor, who prepares
shot dead by federal patrol.
Montgomery, costing the same sum;
Pay
Five
Losses. dispose of the actions which he them for collection, by City Treasthe new Shreve building at Post
Despite the fact that a large tent
New York, April 20.—Insurance could riot hear the criminal term urer Dorian.
Thousands of sufferers have lined street and Grant
was procured for the throngs attendavenue, costing men all agree that the situation re- closing today.
tip in the parks, pleading to the sol- Boosoo,000,
The charges to come before the
ing the Second Baptist church revivand occupied on.April
'suiting from the terrible calamity
Corps of Engineers.
diers to distribute drinking watee. by the
als, it is now found that this canvass
largest jewelry store on the that has befallen "the metropolitan June sitting are as follows; H. H.
Washington
City
Engineer
thinks
Food and drink are needed at once
coast, are some of the new bueirres4 city of California is one of the grav- Loving, charged with killing Herbert there will arrive here next Monday affair is not big enough, even if it
by soo,000 people. Fansiae and pesstructures destroyed by the flames. est, from. an insurance standpoint, A. Rosei Henry Halloway, clfarged the corps of field engineers sent by does hold hundreds of people, more
tilence are feared.
with killing George Travis; Berry Expert Alvord to get the notes neces- limn can be accommodated inside the
The , Shreve Jewelry company car- that they have ever experienced.
with
ravishing sary for the sanitary and storm sew- churat .building at Ninth and Ohio
worth of
The extent of the fire losses to Smith, charged
The city of Sault Xoss.,. in Sonora ried a stock of
Nancy
'Smith;
jewelry.
Tom
Young,
C. G. ers to be built here. Mt. Alvord was streets. Every night large crowds
the companies dokng business :n
county, is reported leniirely.ilesttoyed
Csrr
and
James
On
Market
Green,
street
charged
the
with given the contract to draw the plans are turned' away from the tent bePhelan
California
will
not
known
until
the
be
by
earthoplaksaitik4j. feared
cause all the- teats and standing room
robbing
building,
John
Isbell;
and specifications.
one
of
James
the
earliest
Porter,
attempts the extent of their liability is dethat the loss of lffe there hi very
are taken, and'on account of this fact
charged
at
with
a
pretentious
cutting
work
architecture
Sam
of
Bogins;
termined,
large
and
in
many
s
cases
this
.),
meetings will tomorrow night be
in the business district, is gone. The can only be settled by recourse to James Dram, charged, with killing
Alderman Gone.
Alderman W. T. Miller left this held at both the rent, and also inside
Ed Ewell; Ed Raymond and AnderGloomy rcport as to lose of life city and county buildings erected at the courts.
the church. In the, tent Rev. Es B.
received from Heiddaburg, Geyser- a cost of $7,000,000, are now smoulIt is plain that none of the com- son Vandress charged with swear- morning for Louisville on business, Farrar will prach
to men only, using
...ilk, Cloverdale, His0111114;‘- Vki414 dering ruins.
With the buildings panies is liable for damage done by ing falsely: J. T. Norfieet, charged and will be back in time for Monday
"Wages"
as
his
subject,
with illustranight's
that
adjourned
meeting
of
t‘ith
passing
a forged check.' All
and other towns in htertilocipo and were probably destroyed the city the earthquake alone and it must be
tions to accompany. He extends, a
public
body.
•. .t!. •
accused
the
are
Lake counties.
and
colored
erunty
records.
Lowexcept
decided on all cases of property
e
special invitation to union .men, for
ing,t. Young, Carr. Green. and Northe beautiful St. Francis Hotel damaged by fire whether the fire at- re
whom, seats will be reserved, while
ASSOCIAT
ION.
BAR
Mlany bodfes —
arch • "AlAltism (4tibg Union Square, erected at a tacked the building while standing,•
all others are cordially welcomed.
in the VrintIng buildings, and
—$4.-54acsoon—and-- the Fairotherwise or
President W. M. Reed Has Set Next At the same evening hour the women
are buried at sea
mount Hotel at California
and wholly or partially destroyed.
be talked_ to inside the church
The present criminal term wag"'
Powell streets, the most conspicuous
It is agreed, in any event, that the
Vidnesday Night-As Time.
by Rev. E. H. Cunningham, who as
!Rune asylum n at Agnew; 4heked location in the city, are in ruins. fire losses will be among the heav- woundlup yesterday by the judge
ss
been sick for several days, but be2t1c1 later burned
sentenced' dbilie
Two hundred and The Fairmount was built by Mrs. iest in the world's history, and that who
prisoners
Judge W. M. Reed, president of lieves he will recover sufficiently by
sevtnts-five inmates killecti..
Herman Oelrichs et a cost of $3, many of the smaller companies, as whose terms had sot been pro- the Paducah Bar association yester- that time. Tomorrow service will be
caved and are roaming &Itut thi 000,000.
in the case of the Chicago and Balti- nounced on them, -heretofore, hcaid day announced that he would call hid 'only in the church, at which time
etooffitry:
. •
Magnificent °row.
more fires, will he wiped out of the final report of the grand jury. that body of lawyers together next Dr. Farrar speaks on "God's Recipe
and made other neresessary closing Wednesday evening
The magnificent group of build- usiness.
at 7:30 o'clock for Success." This evening services
`lreto Severe !shock, felt in IThe An- ings at VanneSs avenue and
orders.
Hayes
at the city hall, for purpose of hear- will be held in the tent.
s Extent of diffilge not ye street of the St. Ignatius college TWO
'Those prisoners who had not been
Last night he preached on "How
MILLION
DOLLARS
whatever chargee may be instiing
n.
and cathedral, probably worth $2,MAY HAVE BEEN BLOWN UP sentenced during the term, and wt•ei ted against any member of the or- to Be Saved," and there were four
had pronounced on them the term
.00o and St Dbminies ehtiteli on
nization for unprofessional con- conversions and four additions to the
Hawaii shaken by an- earthquake
church. Over too convetsions have
Steiner street near California and Probability That Residue dlisidre. Le- for which they ate to .serve are 11
•
been made thus far, and the great
follows; George Zs:osier, 3 years for
land Stanford's Estate Han
Emanuel Synagogue, a handthe
Yesterday
to
ere
t
presented
was
At many points this ground sank
work
is felt throughout that,communmaliciously
strilsiog
a
colored
134n
Destroyed.
wog/J.
some
structure
Oriental
of
type
on
the fudge the petition, signed by the
irpm foul' to 'five feet, beeOting the
ity.
aze
an
with
at
an
Vwelfth tool Midi- balatice of the attorneys, asking for
railway tnseke and bridges, suspend: Sutton street were wiped out. The
The meetings at the 'I. C. shop:
New York, April 20.—The Tribnne s-on streets; John Alexander, one
the Meeting. He then set the date were discontinued several days &Op
lug traffic in nearly all reihvay lines heat was so intense that the ruins of says today.
•••••
cutting
year
for
his wife: Willis fOr it, and at that s time there will
buildings were ignited by spontanIn ,California.
but they will probably be resumed
:It became known yesterday that in Mount, 17 year, for killing Willis 1%s•
eous combustion.
on hand all members.
some
time this week. One of the
vaults
the
of
Union
th
Trust
com- Nutty, jockey, above The Stag
Telegraphic wires have sunk out of Out of Vanness avenue, the fash- pany
afternoon papers published erroneous
Francisco,
San
of
which
was
saloon
North
on
•
Rufus
Fourth;
sight, and in many places the poles ionable drive across the city from
HOURANCE COMPANIES
statements regarding the railroad
the north to the south, the devasta- blown up by dynamite, was in all 1400500. at years for killing Wilare down finaosahds of feet.
WILL BE HARD PRESSED meeting, leaving thesimpression that
probability the sum of $3,060,000, liam Gills; Clarence Powers, for
tion appears complete. The branch representing the
rettidue of the estate life for killing George Miller., These
Chicago. April 26.—It was de- it hindered the men's work. This
tongress appropriat4 Acoompo United States Mint on Fifth streets of Mrs. Leland Stanford.
publication got to Chicago headquarclared
last night by Chicago insur.
other,
with
the
prisoners,
sentenced
near Market; was not destroyed,' but
fdr relief of the sufferea
The executors of Mrs. Stanford's while the court was in progress, ance men that many of the smaller ters, and they ordered the meetings
was damaged to a considerable ex- will on April 6
turned over to' the will be taken to the prison. Sheriff at cident and fire companih prob- stopped, tint a correct statement o'
Chicago prepares to contribute tent.
affairs has been sent the higher ar trust company $2,00o,00o to hold IS
John Ogilvie yesterday said
he ably will be forced to suspend busi- 'tiais, who will doubtless ,permit re,o0o. Other towns equally lib- Two blocks west of the, mint
ness because of L their ehormous sumption of the gatherings
stood the splendid new postoffic:
with's a
.. .
(Continued on Page Five.)
liabilities in San Pliellticite0,
(Continued ow Page Three.)
few days.

The Flames Have About Spent Their
Force and Fire Fighters Rest
From Their Labors.

Only 160 Civil Salts 0.a.
Docket This Session.

As a Last Resort Cannon Were Employed to Wreck
Fine Residences and Stay Further Destruction of
Doomed City, But Odds Were With the Fire Fiend.
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OPEN THE BIDS
FOR CITY HALL
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INISTRATIX I LYNN ACP
QUALIFIED

FRIENDS
HERE
RECILIVED
THE NEWS YESTERDAY.

GEOGIA

HOLLIDAY

TOOK

CHARGE OF HUSBAND'S
ESTATE.

While in a Friendly

Quarrel

Struck Bert Atnoss Who

He

Died

From Injuries.
Many Deeds Filed With the

Clerk,

Showing Transfer of Real
Estate.

Thomas Lynn came clear yesterfray at Kansas •City, Mo., of,. the
charge of manslaughter. He wires
that the jury was out only a short
while, when they brought in a verdict exonerating him. This news :s
gratifying to his friends, this being
the home of the young man who is
the son of Mr. Enoch Lynn.

The
Bitter
Human
Wail

When Women Suffer
it is a sign of dangerous weakness and disease. Pain is always unnatural,
and if you are a victim of headache, backache, sideache, pain in arms,
shou1der4s, legs, pelvis, or suffer from cramps, falling feelings, grinding
pains, restlessness, the blues, etc., it is a sign that you need the gentle
assistance which can be obtained by taking

WINE
OF

••

•

Woman's
Relief

"My back ached every month" writes Mrs. Francis J. Ashburn of Clarkrange,
Georgia Holliday yesterday in the
Tenn.,
"till I could scarcely stand on my feet. I had pain low down
county clerk's office qualified as adand headache---not a day
without it---and awful pain in my right and left sides. I could
niinistratrix of the estate of her late
hardly lie down, and could
not sleep nights. Doctors tried, but failed to give me permanent
husband, Charles Holliday, the mail
relief. I began to take
Carduf, which soon benefited me, and now I feel like a new
WRITE US FREELY
(-airier. William Kraus, Fred Acker
person." Cardui is a purely
vegetable remedy, for all female diseases. It acts gently and specifically
:old Dr. J. T. Reddick were selected
and frankly, in strictest confidence, telling all your
Thomas Lynn is about twenty-two
upon the sick
troubles, and stating your age. We will send you
womanly organs, and by strengthening and fitting them to do their
appraisers to inventory the estate.
years of age and has been following
natural
work,
It has renu ADVICE. in plain sealed envelope, and a alstored to health thousands of hopeless invalids. Try it.
the race track all of his life, being
uable book on "Home Treatment for Women."
Address: Ladles' Advisory Department, The
la jockey until he became too heavy,
Property Sold.
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
when he then took to training
G it
Property on the south side of horses, which he is now following.
Madison near Eleventh street has
One day last summer at the Kanbeen sold by James B. McGuire to sas City race track he and his room
Mike Kelley for $1,30o and the deed mate, Bert*Amoss of Iowa, got into
lodged for record with the county a friendly controversy, which de- junction, compelling the peanut peoclerk yesterday.
veloped into an affair of heat, when ple to make some arrangement thit
Lula Weatherington bought from Lynn picked up a stick and hit the will prevent the dust and dirt fowl
Ed .and Richard Terrell for $25o, other in the head with it. He had flying over the surrounding comproperty in Terrell's Fountain Park no idea of hurting Amoss but un- munity.
addition.
Much complaint has been made
fortunately the blow fractured the
Louisa J. Mioore sold to Lena skull and resulted in the death of from the dirt ever since the peanut SUPERINTENDENT
BILLINGEnglert for $1,650, land lying out in the lad in a day or so.
factory has been there, and especialYou do not have wait for your orders. We carry the stock on
TON
FILLING
the county.
Young Lynn was released at his ly from the water works and marine
hand. We have over g.000 pieces of sheet music in stock and over eat
Land out on the Mayfield road preliminary trial in court, but the ways people, who state they can
VACANCIES.
volumes of folio*, exercises and instruction books. Come down arid
was bought by Lucy B. Yancy from coroner's jury held him over to the hardly work around there at certani
William Moore and wife for $t and grand jury, which indicted him for periods, when the flying trash is :it
look over our stock. We can certainly supply your wants.
other considerations.
involuntary
manslaughter.
For ite best.
J. V. Sanderson purchased from several terms of court the matter
The temporary injunction yesterBelieves tee
IF.. S. Yarbrough for $16o. property was continued, until now the trial day compels the peanut company to The Superintendent
lying on the banks of Mayfield creel: was entered into this week at Kan- abate the alleged nuisance until
County School Census This
in the county. sas City and the young man cleared. April 27th.
Year Will Show Decrease.
A. R. Jenkins sold to Edward
Cohen for $3oo property in the Tully
and Rock addition to the city.
Property in O'Bryan's addition
was sold by W. C. O'Bryan to ConAt the regular election last Nove:nrad Smith for $60.
ber a number of the county school
Elizabeth Herman for $1 and other
districts failed to elect school trusconsiderations, property on Madison
tees for the three-years' term, there- 130 SOUTH THIRD
ST.
PADUCAH. KI‘
between Sixteenth street and Founfore, it falls on Superintendent SamNIMMINIMMININ14114a144,
tam avenue.
uel J. Billington, of the county
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates
For Poo, Reuben Rowland transschools to appoint trustees to fill
Water and Oil Colors,
ferred to Lena Armstrong property CHIEF
M. G. WARREN AND TAYLOR these places until June 30, 1907. at
Mottos and Calanders
ENGINEE
R
JOHN
'W.
on Rudy avenue in Rowland town.
sik hich time the trustees named at the Framed right up
to date in five minFor $5o land in the county was
0. FISHER CASES WERE
election next fall, by the people, will
HOLMES OF WATER COMutes time at the
bought by John Iterndon from
assume .their dutis.
WOUND UP.
PANY COMPLAINED.
Henry Houser.
In making his selections the county
superintendent named the following
Mary F. Poe sold to W. S. Dunia.11 insaltent,•
for the respective districts, all to
san for $450, land out in the county.
serve until the date mentioned above:
No. 37—W. J. Shaeffer.
Creditors
Appeal
to
Judge
Evans,
Filed Suit For Damages Against
No. 1—Charles Bichon.
the Decisions of Referee Bagby
Southern Peanut Company, and
No. 18—Charles Thornhill
No. 8—William Howie .
in the Schwab Case.
Asks for Injunction.
No. a—Y. D. Rouse and Walter
Jones:
No. 43—VA, J. Ferguson
No. r6—P. McQueen.
39—NGonroe Carneal.
Referee E. W. Bagby yesterday
Yesterday in the circuit court
ao—Warder
Boldry.
No.
Chief Engineer John W. Holmes of made the orders that wind up the
Bumpass, Jr.
17—G.
No.
W.
bankruptcy
cases
of
Taylbr
the
Paducah
O.
Water company, filet
PRESIDENT BROTHERS SAYS
No. 16—William Langston.
suit against The Southern Peanut Fisher and M. G. Warren, and forNo. 17—John Chapman.
THE TWO ARE NOT
company, and President John W. wards to Judge Walter Evans of
Scott of that concern, for $2,5oo, and Louisville, a recommendation that 7a
Believes Will Fall Off.
ENOUGH.
in addition asks the court to grant Warren and Fislier both be given
Superintendent Billington believei
an injunction, preventing the peanut discharges in bankruptcy, which re- that
the county school enumeration
people from conducting their busi- lieve them of paying the debts of this year will show a falling off,
NWness in its present manner, as re- enumerated in the liability schedule, as compared with last year, because
- Thou Not Employed Will Not gards it permitting dust and trash to except as the total bears a percent- nearly every return made thus far
fly around all, ovor the neighbor- age to the assets. Both these cases from the districts out in the counHave Time to Properly Look
hood. The judge granted the temp- have been hanging in the court for try show a decrease. The last report
orary restraining order, enjoining the past year or two, and there be- was that for District No. 19, it comAfter the Sanitation.
the peanut company from letting the ing no more money in the hands of ing in yesterday and showing a
dust and dirt fly around, until April the trustees of either estate, the total of 83 people of school age. liv27th, when, there will come up the creditors get no more, and the liti- ing in the district, while last year
question of dissolving the enjoining gation is wound up. The discharge it was 97.
President C. 11. Brotheis of the order, or making
irom Judge Evans will shortly arit permanent.
board of health for thislEity, yesterPOLK PINED.
Mr. Holmes resides in the brick r:ve.
day expressed himself,' as believing residence
adjoining the water comthe city legislators should allow the pany's
Sanders Assessed Penalty
Judge
pumping station An% South
Schwab Matter.
health board one more inspetcor to First
Against Him Yesterday.
near Washington street.
Belook after the sanitation of the ing
John Polk was tined $20 and costs
the chief engineer he has to live. When Schwab filed a petition in
community, as the two men em- beside
the station in order to al- bankruptcy some months ago, h;.4 for a breach of the peace by judge
ployed cannot look after evrything
nays look after things. Right across creditors raised the point that he Sanders in the police court yesterday
properly. He continued that the the
street the Southern Peanut com- had not properly accounted for $to,- morning.
present inspectors had half the city
Ed Vasseur was dismissed of the
pany occupies the building formerly 000 he is charged with having conapiece, .and when they examined one
charge
of striking Mamie Dolan,
used as Allard's flour mill.
cealed in his honks. They asked
place and gave orders for it to be
while the woman was fined $5 for hitReferee Bagby to compel Schwab to
cleaned, it would be weeks before
ting Vasseur.
Mr. Holmes in his position says
account for this money, but the
Georgia Jackson was dismissed of
--the
_peanut_cannuans.s_ii_l lea
it•cirled in favor of Schwab
maliciously cutting ansecond inspection and see whether ing peanuts for the market, lets fine
declaring he had made an account- other.
Remember this-apple lassflAy -ia--tha_fitst-that....haa_ever
their instructions had been carried dirt and dust fly around over the
reached
out. If the inspectors came back in neighborhood, while stacks of rotten ing. Now yesterday the creditors
ucah
direct
from
the
still
to
be
appealed to Judge Evans, the deciretailed by the drink. Remember that
Claim Notice.
a few days, they would have to goobers lay around about the buildneglect some other part of town, so ing and send up an odor smelt for sion of the referee, on the ground McCracken
the
rectified
and
compounded
apple
brandy is more poisonous than
Circuit court, E. 0.
that the $io,000 has not been acit works the same both ways, and blocks.
administrato
Plff.,
etc.,
r,
Thomas,
counted
for,
despite
vilest
the
the decision of
whisky that is compounded and rectified. Pure apple
handicaps the efforts being made by
brandy is
Anthony Payns,
Mr. Holmes says that it chokes Referee Bagby.
agt. Equity, vs
President Brothers and his associhigher
in
price
than
the
average
anyone to be around there with this
run
of
defts.
etc.,
this
In
pure
same case the creditors
whiskies and is scarcer
ates to get the city cleaned up dust
flying, it is to suffocating. Al- appealed to Judge Evans at LouisOrdered that this action be rethan whisky. Remember apple brandy would be
quick before the hot seasoecomes,
recommended by all
thong% he keeps the windows of his yule another decision of the referee ferred to Cc61 ,Reed, master comand then kept in good condition unresidence across thf street, closed here, and which pertains to the missioner, of thiS court to take
physician
for
certain
ailments of the human body if they were
til next fall.
sure
very tightly, still the particles 1st claim Schwab's wife has against
oof of assets and liabilities of the
The inspectors report that they
they
could get the pure brandy.also; there would be more
dust are so small they blew-rtight4himo When Moses and Lee Schwab estate of Jinnie Payne, deceased,
of it drank
zoi going ahead as rapidly as possithrough the cracks between window failed some years ago, both filed and all persons
claims if it were not for
having
ble and having no trouble with the
the
rectified
compounded
stuff they have to drink.
and sill, and get Inside the house, petitions in bankruptcy then. Their against said estate ire required to
people who seem inclined to rapidly
which is always kept filthy and in stock was bought in by Mose properly verify and file the same,
Remember
that
the
name
of
my
weidy is DON GLLBERTO'S
comply with the orders given to
dirty condition. Several night ago Schwab's wife and the business con- before said commissioner, on or beclean up.
'THREE
STAR" Apple Brandy. .111y broody is bottled and sealed
Mr. Holmes and his family had to tinned in her name until a year or fore the 5th day of May, z906 or
When the case reaches the point
leave theft residence, it got in full so ago, when it was turned over to they will be forever barred from sl- under my personal supervision and none genuine unless my
name in big
that it can be shown there is an
ot' the peanut dust.
'Moses Schwab. She now conies in,Serting any claim against the assets red letters on the inside of the lable next to the
absolute necessity for more inspecbottle which reads
The chief engineer says that he and claims her husband ow0s her in the hands of the administrator, Don Gilberto's pure apple
brandy i year old zoo proof. The bottle will
tors, it is-- possible the .bditild •of
ha' been begging the peanut psople $2,600 for the stock she turned over unadrninistered; and all persons are
health will urge the city legislators
contain 32 os of the pure Three Stars apple brandy.
for the figkt year to arrange things !to him. Referee Bagby allowed her herebY enjolnel and restrained from
,
to allow them more.
so the dust would not fly over on claim, but the other creditors con- , collecting their claims against said
Bear in mind that this package will be subject
at any time and
his home, and that although they tend she has no claim, and appeal estate except through this suit:
anywhere that the IJ. S. Revenue officials see fit to
—The new plate glass for the promised every day to do some- this pint also to
inspect
it, (Hs has
judge Evans.
Ordered that this order be published a right to do
so.)
Fraternity building, was put in posi- thing, still nothing was evpr effected.'
lin The Paducah Daily Register as
tion yesterday. It took the place
Mr. Holmes claims his home and
--No word has yet come from 1 required by Ire:
Provided the seal has not been tampered with. Also I tender the
of that which cracked the night the the hralth of his family, have been Dr. Woody
of Louisville. sayingt This April 9th, 1906.
officers of the pure food law the same privilege as I do
U. S. revenue
fire visited the Charles E. Jennings, damaged $2,500 worth, and seeks what he
found in Jemima McChes- I A cop attest:
offker. as I am personally responsible for its purity, strength
and.
insurance and real estate office two that amount. while- he also wants ney's stomach, which
he is analyz- ,
quantity. To be had only at "The White Deer" which is
J. A. MILLER, clerk,
a symbol
weeks ago.
the court,4y loon a permanent in- ing.
of strength, purity and innocence. tr6 S. Fourth St.,
1
By R. B. Hay, D. C.
...,,,
Padittehu, Ky.
\.,

At Every Drug Store In $1.00 Bottles

COUNTY TRUSTEES

Sheet Music
POPULAR SONGS, INSTURMENTAL HITS.

We Sell All Music at Cut Prices.

1
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Harbour's Book Department.

MAIM, EFIN6E11 & CO.
Undertakers

PEANUT DUST BANKRUPT
DISCHARGES
INTERFERES

and Embalmers,

PADUCAH MUSIC STORE

C. MANNING SEARS, M. 0,
Office 1707 Meyer: St.
TOON). 377.

DON 611111TO

NEED MORE
INSPECTORS

Has Scored Another Mark!

Alongside his pure clebrated Willow Spring Whisky he has added the
long needed and unobtainable pure
Apple Brandy made from sweet mellow
apples and distilled at a still in the
beautiful mountains of Tennessee,where
the willows grow tall and green and the
beautiful chrystal water runs from the
grove of Willow Spring, direct to the
ctill of Messrs Hennessee & Co., McMinniville, Tenn., distillers.
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of THRONE OF THE CAESARS.

county jail, and buying a lot
groceries. Greer told Mr. iBieder:man he had been sent over there by
!Jailer James Eaker to make the pur.' chases for the jail, when it deecipped the jailer had Alit sent the
prisoner, who was g_etting the goodi
for himself under these false pretenses. On the grand jury returning
formerly pastor for this congregation, the indictment, Greer expressed a
spent Wednesday here, coming here desire to plead guilty, but there was
at noon from Memphis and leaving liti jury to try the action, the reguthe following morning for Louisville. :ar petit jury having been dismissed
He was greeted by all friends whik one week before on 'finishing its
in the city, from which he will be business,ed a
Judge
iury Reedan y hurriedlybody he
absent many weeks at a time for the
of
next yeIr;iiiveling -Over -the- coun-!could find around the building, it
try, visiting the different congrega- being as follows.; Lawyers Arthur
tions under direction of the Christian Y. Mlartin, W. IV. Bradshaw, James
church evangelization board. The Campbell, Sr., Thomas L. Crice,
First church here has as yet done Master Commissioner Cecil Reed,
nothing towards securing a pastor to County Judge
Richard Lightfoot,
take the pulpit that was vacated by Circuit
Clerk Joe A. Miller, And
Dr.. Pinkerton.
D. Rhuse, Johii B. Walt,
•.•••••i•
the real estate man,, F. M. BoatTenth Street Christian,
wright, Henry A. Schrnause, the
Rev. Hudspeth will
tomorrow
florist
who was out in the counr:-,
morning at the Tenth street Chrishouse
yard
planting the new flower
tian church preach on "Some Better
beds,
and
William
T. Byrd, who
Things" while at thc evening hour
was
helping
take
down
and store
his subject is to be "Change of
av.ay the old iron fence surrounding
Heart."
Tonight he
talks
on
the courthouse square. The jurors
"Repentance." "The Value of Genwere all sworn in Greer walked up
uine Religion" was talked on last
e nd confessed, and they wrote out a
evening by him, and there were four
verdict giving him one year in the
more additions to the congregation.
penitentiary.
This finishing
the
Tomorrow night
following
the
especial duty, Greer was hurriedback
preaching, a number of converts
to jail, and the amusing jury diswill be baptized by Pastor Bass.
missed. Some one jokingly •rem,arkeel that Greer should feel thankful
Build New Church.
he was not hung, with all those hard
The Methodist churches of this
city and county have selected mem- hearted lawyers and court attaches
bers of a "church, extension board" sitting on his case.
that will have charge of constructCivil Orders.
ing new buildings for churches as the
demands arise. This board was only
The judge yesterday set aside Or,
recently selected by Presiding Elder judgment wherein he gave
plaintiff
J. W. Blackard, and one of the first a verdict
against
defendant for
churches to go up will be that oil Seeoo, iq the suit
of Thompson.
West Tennessee street for mission
\•\ lson & Co., against Felix G.
purposes. Another will be put up
Rudolph, administrator of Ida Heseut on the extreme end of West
Broadway. where Rev. T. J. Owen, sig. Mrs. Hessig is the lately dethe mission pastor, already has a big ceased wife of Dr. if essig and went
lot awaiting the building. this board surety upon the note her husband
is composed of members from each executed to Thompson & Wilso.i,
congregation, and acts in the same on borrowing money from the lat
Thompson & Wilson
capacity that the church extension ter firm.
body does of the large conferences, brought suit against Mrs. FIFssig's
and it is believed much good can be estate, and got judgment, but this
is now set aside for different reaaccomplished in this manner.
An answer was filed in the suit of
Sarah Wilson against John Wilson.
some.

VHEN AND WHERE
TO WORSHIP SUNDAY
'•

V

4,

lev. S. It Eshraan, of the Cumberland Presbyterian church, will tomorrow conduct a Reily Day service at
his church on Sixth and Kentucky
avenue, and is desirous of all members of the church, and also the denomination to be in attendance. He
.this week sent out several hundred
invitation cards, inviting as many
families, and prospects are for a glorious service. The rally ceremonies
will be conducted at 9:30 o'clock and
it o'clock in the morning, while at
3 o'clock ire the afternoon the junior
Christien --Endeavor society- gathere
tor it meeting, and at 0:3o o'clock
at night the senior Christian Endeavor meets. Addresses and programmes
will be presented, and no regular sermon preached by the divine except at
the evening hour.
Grace Episcopal.
Rector David Wright, of Grace
Episcopal church, will fill his pulpit
tomorrow morning and afternoon.
Tenth Street Christian.
The pulpit of the Tenth Street
Christian church will be filled tomorrow morning and evening by Rev.
Ikids pet h.
Evangshical.
•
Rev. William Bout-genie of the
German Evangelical church of South
Fifth street, will preach tomorrow
morning in the German tongue, and
in English at night.

•

German Lutheran,
Rev. A. L..IIten, of the German
Lutheran church of South Fourth
street, will preach in the German language tomorrow morning and in the
English language at the evening cere
monies.
First Presbyterian.
"The Waters of Lebanon" will be
preached on tomorrow morning by
Rev. W. E. Cave of the First Presbyterion church, while "A Wounded
Soul" will be his theme for discourse at the evening hour.
First Baptist.
Rev. George Crutcher, of Dyersburg. Tenn, is expected. here today
at noon. He comes up to preach tomorrow morning and night at the
First Baptist church, where there ;s
ne regular pastor, and for which pulpit the congregation is looking
around for an occupant
Third tweet Methodist Church.
The Exalted Privileges and Honors for Christian Believers" will be
talked on tomorrow morning by Rev.
Peter Fieltis at the Third Street
Methodist church. At the evening
Now his theme for discourse will be
"The Dangers That Follow the Rejection of God."
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JURY DRAWN
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The official Roman director of excavations thinks he has discovered the
throne of the ancant Caesars, reports
the New York Times. The present majesty, ruling from the seven hills, hiui
been to see it, and is seemingly not unwilling to admit Its pretensions. The
only description 9f this imperial seat
so far given is that It. covering or
ceiling is ornamented with beautiful
small squares of stucco. It is„s raised
dais 'gentling near the chant- Of Marcus Curtius, of all the gorges which
wrinkle the surface of the earth the
gum
most renowned in human story.
Voltaire remarked that a throne was
S composition of boards and velvet, INSURE WITH —giving thus a sign of its generally
neeretiricious and transient character.
That of the Caesars, however, stands L. L.
In history for solidity and ought to be
In its elements as enduring as marble
Or adamant. Probably we shall hear
all about it one of these days, and per.
haps some American millionaire will
try to import it and give it a place
amnng his artistic treasures.
Office; 306 Broadway
Phones:Office 385 -Residence 1696
Lorenzo the Magnificent proposed to
bring the Holy Sepulcher from Jerusalem and set it up as a detail of the
lkienicean tomb, still the proudest of
Florentine decorations. Bringing hither the Caesars' throne would hardly be
a more ambitious exploit, though Rome
may be expected to battle against the
one as Jerusalem did, and successfully,
against the other.
First and last, no doubt, the line of
the Caesars sat on innumerable
benches of pride, the luster from them
only second to that of "the living
throne; the sapphire blaze." The imperial suggestum unearthed by Prof.
In :es Forme is but one ol
these, as Britain's royal chair, going
back more or less authentically to the
times of Alfred, and still preserved, is
not the only one which the line of
British sovereignty has pressed by a
good many. A single indubitable seat
Wheels are still in the lead. Before buying it will pay you to see
which had received the crowned Caesthese
fine models. We can save you money and offer them wi).h the conars, one after another, from Octavius
to the ending of the line, would be • viction that they are the best Bicycles that Brain, Skill and capital can
trophy to accumulate upon it the glow produce.
We sell on easy payments. Large stock Tires, Pumps, Belle, Sundries,
of history till all its dim courts and
etc., at right prices.
aisles were flooded with its radiance.
"Old wheels taken in exchange." "Repair shop in full blast."
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Steam and Dot Water Reatino.
?bone 133.
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BEBOUT

General Insurance Agency

Subscribe For The Regis er

Bicycles......BicyclØs

1906 Models Ready for Inspection,
t min
The "Tribune," "Rambler," "Monarch"
and "Imperial"

CORN AT THREE DOLLARS.
Under the Clever Manipulation of
Women It Brought That
Price.

THE

WILLIAMS

OLD RELIABLE.

BICYCLE COMPANY,

za6 and rati North Fifth Street, Next to Kentucky Theatres.

INSPECTOR
TELEGRAPHED

(Continued from.Page One.)

would take the male prisoners to the
Inanch penitentiary at Eddyville,
next Tuesday, while next Wedneeeay he 'leaves for the main prison at
-knkfort with Nannie Gray, the
negress sent up for breaking into
e.nd robbing the Joe Gardner drug
CHIEF WOODS EXPECTS TO
store at Third and
Tennessee
streets. When the sheriff leaves
HEAR FROM MR.
with the negress, he also takes
EVERTZ.
along Tom Albritton and
Isom
Scott, two boys, who will be placed
in the state reform school at Lexington, for confinement. They stole
some copper wire from Foreman The Aldermen Have Promised to
Bros.-novelty works, and claiming it
Confirm His Sebection as City
was their own property, got William
Mitchell to give them $3.o for it.
Electrician,

Dedicate Church.
Rev. T. J. Owen is preparing for
the big dedication ceremonies to occur next Saturday at Little Cypress.
where the new ellethodist church wee
Grand Jury Reported.
recently completed. Hundreds will
The final report of the grand jury,
be there to hear the preaching, singing, and partake of the big basket slicwed nineteen indictments against
Chief Janes Woods, of the tire dedifferent parties, but none of them
dinner to be spread. on the ground.
partment, last Tuesday wrote C.`0.
are given out for publication except
Evertz, of St. Louis, to come here
Change Church Hours.
the following:
and
report for duty as city electrician
minthe
During the winter months
Will Jackson and J. A. Donovan, and building
inspector, as the coun7:30
at
services
their
commence
isters
iadicted on the charge of giving cil had confirmed Evertz' temporary
on
worship,
o'clock the evenings for
Willie Timmons. a boy, $3 to bring selection by the chief for this place.
account of it getting dark so early, them over to this city in k skiff
Mr. Evertz has not yet replied to
but now the summer period is arriv- from Brookport, and then after get.this letter, so yesterday morning the
ing and bringing longer day', there- ting here, robbing Timmons of the
chief telegraphed him to come right
fore the divines will shortly an- $3 They will be tried during the
away, as everything has been settled,
nounce their services to commence at special June term also.
the aldermen, out of session, having
8 o'clock.
Will Hickman, indicted on the promised to ratify this appointment
charge of obtaining money by false when they meet in full meeting next
Methodist
Broadway
pretenses. He is the son of Dr. Monday evening.
Rev. T. J. Newell, of the BroadHickman, banker and ex-mayor of
When Inspector Gilsdorf resigned,
in
been
has
church,
way Methodist
Gwensboro,
and while stopping with Mr. Evertz ve,elliigut in his place temgets
Louisville since Thursday, but
Ii lends here in this city, is accused porarily until
successor could, be
hack this morning. He will be in his
chosen
for
permanent
duty. The
of
stealing
Gordon
night.,
Edmondson's
retomoreow morning and
city boards dilly-dallied along with
volver,
and
selling
!
it
to
Carl
Well.;
confer
to
City
Falls
the
He went to
making the appointment, and, fearwith the Kentucky Methodist con- of North Fourth street for $12e. His
Evferenceei educational board, regarding: bond was fixed at Saw and he gave ing he would not get the place,
crtz
returned
to
his
home
in
St.
to
desired
surety
of
Thomas
his
C.
Leech,
for
the Methodist college it is
Louis. Now his temporary selection
locate here, and endow out of the appearance.
Bd Cloonan, Illinois Central rail- is ratified, and he was telegraphed to
Speed fund.
conic back by the chief, who expects
road engineer, was indicted pjjJ
word front him any iterern
Churches,
charge of cutting the throat of
Mission
Me. Evertz will be the city elecAt 2:30 o'clock tomorrow afternoon Harry A4Ien, the South Third street
trician, and also the city inspector of
Sunday school services will be held saloonist, during a fight the two had
all buildings. The latter duties will
in the Christian Mission church of at Eighth and Broadway last sumMechanicsburg. At 3 o'clock similar :tier, as result of Cloonan making an be fully outlined when Chief Woods
cities copies of
worship is conducted in the North insulting remark about a young lady receives from other
duties that are to be
the
inspector's
At
,
mission.
Baptist
Street
Twelfht
who happened to be related to made applicable locally.
5:30 o'clock Sunday school will be Allen. who 'claims this brought
conducted at the West Tennessee about the trouble. Allen recovered.
DRUMMERS PREPARE.
Street Methodist mission, while at
James Porter waseindicted on the
this place preaching is held at 3:30 charge of accamt anti battery.
Arrangements to Be Concluded For
e'clock.
R. F.. Draftin, was dismissed by
State Convention.
the grand jury. He works for the
Elder.
Presiding
I. C. railroad, and it was charged
One week from tonight the local
This morning Presiding Elder J.
he stole some brass from the road post of the Travelers' Protective asMethodist
the
W. Blackard, 'of
churches, will go to Barlow to hold yards here and sold them for sev- sociation, will meet at the local
eral dollars to the colored express- poet of the Travelers' Protective
his quarterly conference. This eveassociation, will meet at the Paduning he comes on up to LaCenter, man John Minor.
cah Traveling Men's olebrooms on
where he delivers a lecture on the
Hurry-up jury.
Methodist church there, upon "A
South Fourth street, for the pftrpose
Judge
Reed
had a "hurry-up, or
return
te
will
He
Europe."
making the final arrangements
Tour of
this city tomorrow morning. Next quick justice" jury in his Court yes. for the annual convention of the
Tuesday evening at the Broadway terday morning for emergency pur- State T. P. A. which gathers heet
Methodist church here he conducts poees, and it was composed of law- the Sattirday• following. Delelratee
yers, court officials and
others will be here from all over the state
his second quarterly conference.
pielted up around le courthouse. and much httsinese transacted.• while
-The grand jury brought in an in- things-wind up a night with a swell
Pint Christian.
The First Christian church serv- dictment against Robert Greer, col- banquet.
ices tomorrow will consist of Sun- c,red, who was .charged with going
day school and communion at the over to Jake Biedetrman', grocery
It's a wise son who knows when to
usual hours. Rev. W. H. Pinekrton, while Greer was an inmate of tit: ask his father for money.
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Thought to Have Been Found by Excavators in the Ancient
Ruins.

Up in Pike county, Missouri, where
the me nare ever gallant and the women fair and full of sweet charity, a
band of modern Ruths has set a new
record price for corn, and incidentally
added to the coffers of the poor, reports
the SL Louis Republic.
It was In Frankford that the price
of corn rose to three dollars a bushel
ender the clever manipulation of several charitable women, who sold their
gleanings in the public square for the
cause of charity.
The women of the Cumberland Presbyterian church of Frankford last week
set about to raise money for the poor
of their city. Messrs. M. J. and S. W.
Jones offered them a load of corn from
their farm, Just outside the city, prowitted they would go into the field,
gather the ears and husk the grain
themselves.
The women gladly accepted the offer
and, prodeuring a farm van and•span
of husky Missouri mules, set about
their task.
Ten women, each providing herself
with a lunch, set out one morning lately at nine o'clocok, leaving Triuwkford
and driving out to the Jones farm.
Driving into the field they started to
work, and by half-past two that after.
noon had husked encsegt to fill the
Wagon to overflowing
Then, after a hasty bite of lunch,
they commenced the return trip to
Frankford, driving into Main street,
where they auctioned off the grain.
Standing in the public square Is
front of her husband's bank, Mrs. S. ve.
Jones sold the corn to the highest bidders. When the 31 bushels had been
sold there was $70 in the hands of the
gleaners for the poor.
It was a good price, even for Missouri
Corn to have brought, but it was not
quite enough, and many of the gallant
purchasers donated their cereal purchases to be resold.
Then the auction began over again,
and when the last bushel had been remold there was an additional $20.50 for
the poor. the 3/ bushels having brought
-petee-44- de4140.-Grades of Society.
"Mrs. Multy is not in Mrs. Billynan
set at alt."
"What's the difference betweew
them?"
"Mrs. Billyuns says the Multys
not in such genteel business as them
Selves."
"Both made their money with thk
same commodity."
"Yes, but with a diffeerete. Thl
Multys dealt in crude petroleum. whits
the Billyuns made their pfle in refines
011."—Baltimore American.
Hopeless.
The Last Man stood disconsolate.
"I don't care if school keeps or not,
be lamented, "Hasn't every girl sines
the beginning of time said she wouldn't
Marry me?"
Herewith he dismally wafted tor Ms
anal bust up—N. Y. Sun.
Taking No Risks.

knnnel give you dem ol' boots?"
..D.
"Yes—en 1 &winter put 'em on de

We are now open
for business at
121-123 N.
Fourth St.

FOREMANBROS.
Novelty Works.

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,

REAL ESTATE AGENCY
RNA,- ESTri-r",... WASTERN KENTUCKY irARM ;. 'FAA
11014THLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR LT.
/111DG
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Abram L. Weil c5c Co
. FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam BoilerCampbell
Office Phone 369.
-

Block.
Residence Phone 720

J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building

store now."
"What feel"
"Ter steam de snakes out er 'ensI"--.
Atlanta Constitution.
-il....._ IResidence
I

.

re W. WAITTEMOR.C. Pis.duorh-

Office Phone, 484-A
Phone 323
ir

,
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sympathy and condolence because it 1 L•t=============
GOSSIP OF THE RING.
candy" in the Hyphens.—Mattoran
\vas introduced by a Democrat, Mr.
Star.
Abe Attel and Frankie Neil, the
Glackin of Cook County; lie tried
feather-weight fighters of California,
PUBLISHED BY THE
Well, It Makes 'Em Feel Good.
to get the floor to present his resoare scheduled to figttwahTimdl hrtit
the sporting writers in the
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO. lution, but failed to get recogniti
I
on.
are scheduled to fight a twenty-round Kitty league circuit are poking fun
(Incorporated)
He shouted, "Mr. Speaker!" and
battle at Los Angeles tonight for the at Berryhill's Hyphens, but'if this
Rtgister Building, 533 Broadway. waved- his -resolution -in—the-airi---but ummunumansatust=====:=: feather-weight championship -of the' sly old fox is given half a :chance he
world, but it is doubtful if the contest will make some of those February
there was "nothing doing."
will talae place, owing to the earth- pennant winners go some. At any
J. MES E. WILHELM, Presidelit. The senate adopted a resolution
EVANSVILLE HAMMERS OUT A quake.
'HN WILHELM, Treasurer.
rate it is a safe 'bet 'he'll not be out)BERT S. WILHELM, Secretary. extending tile sYmpathy of Illinois
VICTORY AFTER INDIANS
generaled any place along the line.
George Gardner to Meet Schreck. Eh, Frankfort?—Crawfordsville JourHAD 'EM DOWN.
to the stricken people of California,
:ntered at the postoffice of._Pad14All arrangements for the battle be- nal.
which was offered by Senator Muel, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
tween George Gardner, the ex-light
ler. The resolution is identical with
Paducah, 6; Evansville, o, Was on the heavyweight champkon of New EngDr. Hicks' office 6o9 Broadway.
NEW$5.00 that of Representative Clackin, exOn Year
land, and Mlike Schreck, the hard- 'Phone 432. Residence 1627 BroadBoard Until the Fatal Seventh.
2.50 cepting that no provision is
Six Months
hitting
Cincinnat
i heavyweight, have way. Phone 1280.
and Then It Was Easy.
made
1.25
Th ee Months
been completed.
ey will engage in
for committee on ways and means.
.10
On Week
a fifteen round
t before the LinOLDClaim Notice.
coln A. C., of. Chelsea, Mass., on
good-size
A
d
crowd
McCracke
witnessed
the
n
Circuit Court. F. G
A yone failing to receive this paper
Thursday night. As these men alopening game of . the, Evapavilte-Paarty should report the matter to
re
ways furnish a great encounter, it is Rudolph, administrator of Ida Ethel
ducah series at die League Park yes- probable
Hessig, deceased, plaintiff, vs. petitThe Register office at once. Telethat a knockout will be
terday afternoon, And fos a *while
in equity, H. T. Hessig, etc., dei911
phone Cumberland 318.
scored before the bell rings for the
seemed that the locals ha4 the yisit- fifteenth
fendant.
round.
ODD FELLOWS DECIDE THE ors "skinned a blocle,
Ordered that this action he referred to Cecil Reed, master commissionThe game was fun 'Of int4est from
MEETING MUST BE ON
Peter Maher to Fight Again.
er of this court to take proof of asstart to finiih, and was only lost by
NEXT TUESDAY.
Peter Maher was matched Tuesday
sets and liabilities of the esta'e nf
Paducah changing pitchers in the
night to engage in another threeIda Ethel Hessig, deceased, and all
eighth inning. The game thre,ughout
round bout in Philadelphia. He was
persons
having claims against said
was
marked
by
good
fielding,
and
Last
Night
Arrangem
ents Were Made
secured by Jim Buckley to box Joe estate
Saturday, 1kpril 21, 1906.
are required to properly verify
the stick work was of a character to Hagan,
for the Big Meeting of Next
the rugged fighter of Phila- and file same,
before said commismak,t everybody except the regular delphia,
Monday by Red Men.
for three rounds in the star sioner, on
or before the sth day of
fans hilarious.
..
A Park and New City San.
bout at the stag of the Sharkey A. May,
1906, or they will be forevdr
Brasins was wild the first three inC., which takes place on Friday night. barred from
It i ,grtifying 'to see that someasserting any claim
nings, which together with air error,
Maher has been getting in shape
telegram from Presi- enabled Paducah
thing ike. an• organized move is to' ' Yesterday
against the assets in the hands of the
to
score
of
lead.
a
during the last few days and expects administr
dent Joyner, of the Interstate Odd
ator, unadministered; and
six runs. But after this ,he settled to
i/c ma e towards the establishment Fellows' association,
put 'Hagan away quickly. If suc- all persons
was received by down and stopped the
are hereby enjoined and
scoring, with cessful Peer will
of a part- out of that territory of the the local members of the order, stattry and get on a restrained from
collecting
the assistance of Freemer, -who by
their
bout with Sailor Burks.
city th
N between ninth and iog that the business meeting of this some phenomenal
claims against said estate except
stops,
to
helped
Elevent stitikets and Broadway and organization would not be held until win out.
through this suit. Ordered that this
May 3, he desiring the postponement
Getting in Condition.
order be published in The Paducah
In the last three innings Paducah
Washin logi on Clark streets.
until that time. The Paducah brethWhen the flag drops May 4, Pa- Daily Register as required by law.
was
hard,
hit
Quigley,
Sager,
Paine
That dEPLas ifuggested originally ren will not consent, however, and
Given tinder my hand, as clerk of
and Watson bunching hits. Five runs ducah will find Berryhill's bunch a
by the Register several years ago next Thursday the big gathering vfill for Evansville in the
formidable lot. We are making no said court, this the zath day of April,
turned
Eighth
• •s be held anyhow. Last night, during
for the reason that the location
the Indians down and out, and made further predictions, but bid our breth- 1906.
the meeting of the lodge at the fraJ. A. MILLER, Clerk,
the Hoosiers from up the creek win- ren to prepare for rude jolts, if thzy
ap *sope sad to convert it into ternity building, the
Paducahans de- ners of a game
By R. B. HAY, D. C.
that seemed entirely are looking for ayn "babies to rob of
a park would clear that neighbor cided that if President Joyner and
out of their reach. In the seventh
hood of the resorts that have flour- others did not arrive here next Thurs- Quigley singled,
Sager drove a twoother
day,
lodges would perform the bagger and Paine
ished there for years.
singled, scoring
work that bad been assigned the ab- their first
two runs. It might have
The wOter was one of the com- sent members.
For some reason the been worse. The
game today should
mittee to) recommend a site for the president wants to postpone the sesdraw a great crowd, for both teams
Carnegie't Public Library and voted sion, but the by-laws do not permit are on their mettle.
sith the minority against locating this, and it will be held on the old
The score:
date. April 26, and the programme
Padutah—
AS. R. BH.P0. A. E.
it at Nirlth and Broadway on accarried out in full.
McClain, If. .. 31 o
o
count of the environments of a
Taylor, cf. ... 5
I
o 4 ., o 1
Red
Men
Preparing
.
qvestionab e character, but after that
Miller..rf. .... 4 o 'o
1 o o
Last night, at the meeting of the Wetzel, 3b. .. 3
site was ecided upon The Register
1
-1
1
2
0
Red Men in . their hall on North Haas, /b.
.1
1
T
renewed i • suggestion to purchase
TT
1
0
Fourth street, arrangements were Gregory, 2b.
4
0
0
4 o
1
the adjace t four or six blocks and completed for the especial gathering to
Perry, ss.
2
2
2
2
3 1
convert them into a public park:
be held next' Monday night, at which Connors, c.
4 o 2 5
We have always had much faith time a class of fifteen candidates Wilgus, p.
300 1
I
o
in the goo future of Paducah, and will be initiated into the lodge. *Ames, p.
Eight applicants 'had their petitions
o o o o o
it has alwaYs been our idea to look balloted upon and,accepted last night. F. Miller, p. .1
years ahea4 if possible. The unM.r. Lewis L. Bebout, the highest
Totals
33 6 6 27 12 2
desirable resorts were locataed on officer in Kentucky, is now off makEvansville— AB. R. BH.P0. A. E.
'.
ing a tour over the state, visiting the Quigley, ss.
2
1
0
4 2 1
subordinate bodies, but will return Sager, sb•
• • • • 4 2 ' 2 /1' b
of the city was on the outskirts, home tomorrow. He was in LexingPaine, rf.
4 1
2 1."- I
0
The wonderful growth of Paducah ton last night, and will be in Louis- Donahue,
cf.* 4 I
1 oo
has now placed that locality well silk today.
Ryan, If.
1 '0. :0 6/
0
4
Freemer. 2b. 4 0 o 3 6 o
down in the city and is now quite
Long, lb.
4 0 0 13 0 0
public. It has been a problem to rid
Fuller, c.
0
2
2
t
0
I
4
that locality of those establishments,
Watson, c.
at !boo
and4this ,paper, some years ago sugBrasius, p
4 0 0 0 3
gested South Second street for such
POSTPONEMENT TAKEN
IN
Totals
a district.
36 7 9 27 13 1
ACTION OF WORTEN VS.
Innings—
RHE
In addition to getting rid of those
THE REGISTER.
Paducah .. 213000000-0 6 2
resorts, it is now becoming a quesEvansville . 000000 2 5 0-7 9 T
tion of parks for the city and no
Earned runs—Evansville, 2.
BE WISE AND G7
Three-base hit—Perry.
-T A GOOD
better location can he found so near Trial Was Entered Into of Libel
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PREShits—Connors, Sager,
Two-base
Against
Evans
Judge
SevSuits
to the heart df the city with propENT ONES PUT IN
Paine.
FIRSTeral Parties—Other Actions.
erty as low in value, and the lonvr
ORDER
WE DO THE
Stolen bases—Taylor, Wetzel, PerFINEST KINDS OF
the city postpones the purchase of
ry, Connors, Donahue, Brasius.
REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
Double plays—Haas to Gregory.
parks, the more they will (ventually
Genuine
Rogers Tea Spoons Reg. Price $1.50, this sale
Yesterday in the circuit court at
75C set. CLOCKS AND WATCHES
Left on bases—Paducah, 5; Evanscost. A city without parks is not Smithland there was continued unGenuine Rogers Table Spoon:v. Reg. Price $3.00, this sale
$z.0 set.
ville, 3.
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
1847 Roger Bros. Knives arid Forks this sale
much of a city.
til the next September term of court,
$3.65 set
Passed ball—Connors.
MODERATE
WE CARRY A
Every Piece engraved free.
We do not wish to appear ex- the suit of J. Mark Worten, against
Base hits—Off Wilgus, 4, one being
COMPLE
TE
LINE
OF BEAUTI•
An
elegant
line
wedding
of
Newspape
company,
Register
presents
r
The
at
soecial
low prices.
a double; off Ames, 5, one being a
tOavagant in our views, and while
FUL JEWELRY
Watch and jewelry repairing. first class work—reasonable
and James E. Wilhelm and Robert double.
prices-21
we realize that Paducah is not a
years experience.
S. Wilhelm for $25,000 damages.
Struck out—By Wilgus, 4; by
wealthy city, yet if the people really The defendants tiled their answer Brasius. 9.
s
t
want to make a first class city out yeaserday and then by agreement,
Bases on halls—Off Ames, 1; off
postpone
Brasins.
5.
the
ment
was
until
taken
oi Paducah, we believe in going at
Scorer—Rolleston.
it right, and we will never be satis- next fall. Worten is a lawyer of
428 Broadway.
315 Broadway.Guthries Old Stand.
Umpire--Ed Griffi n.
this city and sues on the ground
fied until Paducah has a decent city
Timc of game—One hour and forty
PHONE 772-A
that this paper published articles
hall. 'The present building/ is an that damaged his reputation and mintttes.
Wilgus pitched seven innings;
eye sore, and a disgrace to a city of standing as an.. attorney, while the
finished from eighth inning.
Miller
Our size.
The only thing it is (it paper claims that any damage he
with one man out, and the score
IT.
,
;ry
have
sustained
came
about
for iF•
and eity court purstanding 7 ti 6 in favor of Evan;
poses. While Ninth street is rath"r through his own actions, of which ville.
publication
was •simply
made
';• el at
far out for a location of a city ball through these columns.
CHILDR
EN
DIE.
Gray's Buffet,
at this time, yet if the city should
I Amer /10tice Bit,
buy the ground and convert it into
Gone Into Trial.
Mr. and Mrs. William Miller Lost
L.. A. Lagotnarsino.
a park, it should erect something
Infant Yesterday—McManus
Yesterday at Smithland trial was
like a $50,000 city hall buildinz entered into in the suits Uf Judge
Child Died.
n
either in :the tenter Of the park or Lvans against John Walker
Yesterday morning mere- died the'
NOTICE.
4
on a corner of it near Ninth and others, wherein plaintiff sues each infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Will'am
Copy for our next directory will go
Sto,000 damages on the ground L. Miller of coofl Clark street.
The
Broadway. A building of that size that before the last
to press Monday April 16th.
November elec- remains were buried yesterday afterNotices
lit
and character would answer for the tion Walker and associates circuof changes or additions must be
renoon at Oak Grove cemetets.
ceived
before this date.
next fifty years and be an ornament lated a poster, that he had printed
Robert, the two-months-old son
This directory will contain the
to the city and with a nice park thereon, Atatements regarding Evans, of Mr. L. J. McManus of the BenI do'
names and addresses of more
of a libellous nature. This circular ton
than
road, died of croup yesterday,
around it, it would prove to be a caused
3,000 subscribers, You are commerJudge Evans tlefeat for reand will. be buried today at Sandy
cially knit if your name is not
great advertisement for the city.
election.
listed.
HJlymeIery in Graves county.
Call 300, contract department.
In less than fifteen years Paducah
ivy
Obstruct Highway.
will have 5o,000 inhabitants, and in
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPH
Riley & Cook's %haat Offer:
ONE
COMPANY.
twenty-five years thereafter
This morning at so o'clock Justice ',IF Will for a short Mite make you
the
number will probably reach loo.000. John J. Bleich will try James Mc- one dozen Platinum pictures mountLike other commodities, telephone
*VIII tiler-folder, for $5. This itritti
Should these predictions come true Kinney of the county: en the charge
service should be paid according to
of wilfully obstructing a public ,best offer ever made by any studio in
the wisdom of establishing a
its value..
park highway. It is claimed that he built this city. All othef photos at reWe'have in the city about 2,800'
and city hall at the point named)
prices.
studio
Call
and
at
our
at a fence out upon the thoroughfare
subscribers or jive times as many as
this time, cannot be denied. If on and blocked thp passage of public see what we have lo offer before
the Independent.' CO., outside the city
*frisking any engagements with 'any
the other hand Paducah does nols trafrc.
and witnin the county we have
other studio.
6s
happen to grow quite so fast, the
times as many subscribers as the InPhotographically yOUrg.
Ci
Steamboat Sued.
dependent Co. Yet iwe *ill place a
city can well afford the park and a
RILEY & COOK:
Frank Crane and James Simpson
telephone At 'your rAidence at the
new city hall anyhow.
filed snits in the federal court yessame rate the Independent Co.
Chicago, April
1-I. Harriis
-•
terday against the steamer Louisi- man passed
supposed to charge and 'provide in
through Chicago on a
ana for $.9 claimed due'them for sea- special train
A Disgrace to Their State.
addition, long
distance facilities
today for San Franwhich will enable you to reach fifty
The lower house of the Illinois man service. , When Deputy U. S. cisco.
million people from your home. Call it
legislature covered itstlf with in- Marshal Wadk.' pro'Went to tie
300
for further, inrormation.
up the boat, the 'owners paid the
Fine photos at unheard of prices.
famy by delaying a resolution of debt,
I EAST TENN1.S.0:g1 TELEPHONE
and quit thereby dropped.
Riley & Cook.
COMPANY,
I

'HE REGISTER

Baseball

1551:
THAT PLEASE

tommum=======in
Phones:

•

4 20

202-R

SETTLED FOR GOOD

KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121 S]4th St.

Backliterery Policy of

THE MUTUAL LIFE

BALDWIN PIANO

Scientifically Constructed and ....of the Highest Excellence,. ,

It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.

of New liprk stands
Tlio First Aiiiiiis Ws Names Cs. Ilitimpsei that
HAS EARNED MORE
for Policy-:holders
HAS PAID MORE
to Policy-holders
AND HOLDS MORE
for Policy-holders
Than any other Comply in the
....World...

TIME FOES

D. ii. BALDWIN & CO.

SUIT CONTINUED

W. T. MILLER,Agent.
520 Broadway,
PADfiCAH, KY.

After Easter Salem...in

Darin April and May we are going to offer
Special Prices on our entire line of Cut Glass and ICLASS
Silverware.

Eyes Tested Free.
J. A Konetzka,
EYE-SEE Jewelry'& Optical Co.
Jeweler and Optician.

aducah's

7th

Aninuatl Carnivall
Week,Beginning April 30.

•

Cosmopolitan Shows, Wild West
and krogote Village
Excursion Rates on all Transportation Lines.

J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

•

•

dream...eellefetnee •

ivakt
•

ins, as a testimonial to the work of
heroic men.
•
300,000 Refugees.
The care of the 300,000 homless
and hungry refugees now gathered
in the city's public squares and
parks is the
main problem the
Bread,
aathorities have to solve.
meat and drink are lacking, but proshort
interview
is
that
illustratIn
(Continued from Page vive.)
Wouli Scratch awl Tcar the Flesh
ed the character and impulses of the visions are on the way here from
has
already
many
.
points.
Bread
Unless Har,.;:,We-ei —Wasted
trustees for the legatees until suit in average Californian. He is strong,
sold
as
high
0
S
a
loaf,
and
two
to aSke4totr—P.....11 r:•affering for
the courts, which will decide the even though in tears for the living.
loves and a can of :ardines brought
ansotutt of inheritance tax to be paid, And tonight, as was last night, his
OVPP ",*'—Grew Worse Under
shall have been settled. There are prayers will be one of millions for in one instance $3.5o. /But this condition of affairs will not be perDoctors—Skin Now Clear,
several heirs—relatives of Mrs. Stan- the dead.
mitted to last long. In towns across
ford—and they are now wondering
the bay the master bakers have met
if their inheritance has been lost to NO COMMUNICATION
BY RAIL OR WIRE. and fixed the price of bread at 5
them.
cents a loaf, with the understanding
Southern Pacific Unable to Get Into that they will refuse to sell to reNEW CITY WILL ARISE
tailers who attempt to charge famTouch With 'Frisco.
011 RU/NS OF 'FRISCO.
"My little son, when about a year
ide prices. The committee of safety and a half old, began to have sores
Chicago, April 19.—The Southern composed of fifty of the leading coma out on his face., I had a phyNew York, April ao.—D. ,O. MiUs
Pacific Company, which has the larg- c'tizens of San Francisco, with
sician treat him,
said last night that it was his ;na
but the sores grew
tion to begin -as'soon as possible ;the etc transportation interests in San Mayor • Schlititz at its head, will
worse. Then they
Francisco, has been endeavoring to meet today to take necessary steps
reconstruction of the Mills b •
began to come on
calablish both rail and wire com- for the protection and assistance of
in San Francisco. He had no
his arms, then on
munication with San Francisco for the victims of the fire.
that there would be a quicirtev
other parts of his
of hope and confidence, ant that the over twenty-nine hours without sucbody,and then one
There relief station for the homecame on his chest,
cess, Rail communication on the less have been established.
city would be rapidly rebuilt.
These
t
worse than the
north js ,cut off abo,pve. Santa Rosa, stations are the temporary homes of
others. Then I callwhich is sixty miles above San Fran- the homeless. The .stations axe at
ARMY RATIONS SENT TO
ed another physi'FRISCO FROlittCHICA9O, cisco. On the south, trains cannot Golden Gate Park, Presidio and San cian. Still he grew worse. At the end
of about a year and a half of suffering
,Telt4,1140414VCIVS4 run north of Fresno. On the east Bruno Road.
Five cars *12iLdid..7On suppiies the: railroad wires are gone west of
he grew go bad I had to tie his hands
In cloths at night to keep him from
drawn from the-local quartetmaster* the Utah line. It is believed that a
Disaster
Hot
Unexpected.
scratching the sores and tearing the flesh.
department of • the Vtitted States train can get from Sacramento to
Madison, Wis., April 20.—President
"He got to be a mere skeleton, and
army, left ChicagOastagigbafoi San Oakland or San Francisco via the
Charles R. Van Hise, of the Univer- was hardly able to walk. My Aunt
Francisco. The s%tf3pflYs 'Vere for- long route, through Stockton, and an sity
of Wisconsin, one of the best advised me to try Cuticura Soap and
warded as a restsltertvdsaymeeived attempt to get this train through is known
Ointment. $p great was her faith in
geologists in the country, for- It
that she gave me a small piece of
from Washington by Colonel W. now being made.
merly
of
the
United States..geological Soap to try and a little of the OintRobinson, chief cit yhelvOitegoaster's, E. II. Harriman, chief owner and
president of the Southern Pacific, has survey, says a disaster at San Fran- ment. I took It home without any
department in ailcgo.
imperative orders to establish cisco ,has long been expected by faith, but to please her I tried it, and
iswrpctioas
jo
issued
The order itoimils0
• it seemed to dry up the owes a little.
rail and wire communications with scientists.
send every ferdWRI4in"killtar'telle
"I sent to the drug stare and got a
In a signed statement he says:
Fort Sheridan,apilt with tlie:ny all the San Francisco without regard to cost,
eaks of the Soap and a box of the
"Scientists
have
known
for
many
Ti4 and every passible effort is being
Ointment and followed the directions,
blankets thiti
years that San Francisco is danger- and at the end of about two months
greater part of the supplies consisted made simultaneously on the three
ously located and would probably the sores were all well. He has
of sausage,(41010sek, beams and lines of the Southern Pacific from
the north, south and east, to restore sooner or Later be subjected to severe never had any sores of any kind since.
crackers.
"He is now strong and healthy,
communication, but so far without shocks.
and I can sinoerely say that only for
result.
TEN THOUSAND
your most wonderful remedies my
Dearth- of New, Duo to Funston.
precious child would have died from
DOLLAR DRAFT
New York, April to—General Su- those terrible sores. I used only one
France Sends its Messages of Condo"-oiteedent laviies. of te
e..tt“-e
cake of Soap and about three boxes
lences.
Authorized'hy Mayor Beokwalter, of
Union
(signed) Mrs. EgTelegraph
here,
to- of Ointment
company
Paris, Apri1•19--President Falleries
Inchanopolis.
night declared, that his comvany has bert Sheldon, R. F.D. No. 1, Woodhas telegraphed to Pr...ilident RooseApril 72, 1905."
four cables, containing fifty-four ville. Conn,
Indianapolis, A.pril 19.—After a velt an expression of Francea's most
camoit. smarm' and Wen& Treatment Per ivory
Manor, men Platples to Scrufula. from Infancy to am
wires,
running
into
San
Francisco
consultation with a number of Indi- profound sympathy with the United
aseelatmg ef Notaters Soap, Me, Otnenwnt, sue., RenalMk OS form of Clamalater Coaled Ma Sae. per vial
anapolis business men at noon today States, in the distress resultins from from Oakland; that they have been freak
fle IP. may be Sad et all SencilMs.•do&seohm con&
tested and -found to be in good con- Ponta Dn.'&Chem.Carp.,/els Prof".NOISSIS.
Mayor Charles A. Bookwaltee sent the earthquake in California:4
OINISOSIS rime Bra la Ore Rabe Diswirs."
dition, and that the real difficulty
the following telegram to Mayor E.
The Ministerial Council today disin
obtaining
news
from
stricken
the
E. Schmitz, of &W Francisco.
cussed the catastrophe at .4n4Fran"The people of Indianapolis author- cisco and derided to fortr4V,. Ando- city has been due to the arbitrary tac- hr sun, Mr. William Crow, who
tics of General Fred Funston, in wired from St. Louis that he, his
_
ize you to make a draft upon me for lences.
charge of the United States troops wife and child, would arrive here
Protocol
do:ix:co for the relief of the sufferhforland,
chief
of
the
Mt
this morning to visit the mother
ing people of your city. Let us know of the Foreign office called at the there.
who is convalescing from her recent
it further abaislance will be needed." American Embassy duriga lb* -day
A general cap for relArs been and personally conveyed Vo rittass- MRS. OELRICHS SAYS SHE IS serious attack of pneumonia.
The
NOW AS POOR AS ANYin
issued and sayNtnn '
'
,
of the ador McCormick an expression of
message proved quite a relief to
ONE ELSE.
$10,noo will be forwarded to the Red sorrow for the sister republic.
Mrs. Crow, as her son resides at
Cross Society.
There are many San Franciscans
New York, April so—Practically Los Angeles, Cal., and was in San
here, including a number of the all my property is in ruins. I can' kranciscu only last.Tuesday on his
Spreckles family, and their are in a give aid, because now I am -as poor. way : bac)c here to attend her bedTO BUY FOOD.
state of intense anxiety, as repeated as anyone else." 'Thus sookt Mrs., side.. Fears for a time were enterSecretary Taft Orders That Rations telegrams bring no responses con- Herman Ortrichs, who before her tained that he may have lingered in
cerning the fate of relatives. The marriage was Miss Therese Alice the unfortunate city and gotten inBe Secured in the Open Market
presence of the Spreciels here is Fair, of California, daughter of Sen- jured or killed.
Washington, April 19—The author- preparatory to the marriage of Miss ator James G. Fair, and sister of
ities at the wet dettartment were act- Lurlin Spreckels to Spencer Eddy. Mrs. W. K. Vanderbilt, Jr., and who MAKE
SUNDAY
DAY
ively carrying on today the work Secretary M the American Embassy was prostrated yesterday at her Fifth
OF SPECIAL PRAYER
which had kept some of the officials at St Petersburg.
avenue home over the anxiety for her
San Francisco, April 20.—A roesup most of the night, with the object
relatives and friends and the loss - of st•ge requesting that all churches of
in view of getting provisions and SUB-TREASURY OFFICIALS
a great part of her fortune in the San all denominations in the United
tents to the sufferers from the earthCANNOT BE LOCATED Francisco disaster. It was only re- States set apart next Sunday as a
quake in the stricken city of San ‘Vashington, April 20.-1"hc treas- cently that Mrs. Oelrichs traded her
day of special prayer for those
Francisco. Secretary Taft's great an- ury department has so far failed to $3,000,000 Fairmount hotel for the
earthquake in
xiety is" to get food into San Fran- locate the assistant treasurer or Rialto and the Crosby buildings suffering from the
San Francisco and other parts of the
cisco at the earliest moment.
grave
Francisco,
and
deputy 'at San
Both these buildings are nea- the
Instructions have been sent to fears arc entertained that they have corner of Missouri aryl Mo itgon.ery Pacific coast was sent out yesterday
Portland and Seattle to buy rations lost their lives. The only persol streets, Lnd both are reported to have by the executive committee of the
national federation of churches.
in the open market and hurry them to connected with the sub-treasury who been d..mclished.
the stricken city
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K. Vanderbilt, Jr., who
has ben heard from is J. TT. McFearful Scene.
Clure, an assistant book-keeper. He owns ao houses in Missouri street,, 'The ferry buildings present
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children and the few articles they
at
ing telegram ails received today
municate by telegraph with he; relathe war department from William
tives and friends, but to no avail. It have tried to save. They are all
Says World WEI End in 19s6.
Mason Smith, president of the New
is
said that all the house; she 'Owns here about to leave the city by the
St. Joseph, Mich., April 20.—Benjafirst boat tchy can get away on.
Orleans Cotton Exchange:
the ieli- have been destroyed. None of Clem
"Many tilled% of, ;New Orleans. min, leader and founder of
was
insured.
of
represented by the Cotton Exchange. gious colony of Flying Rollers
desire to extelial, the inoet rapid and this city, in an interview today pre- THRILL- 9, HORROR AND
dictrd the end of the world in 1916,
useful aid to :AM Feancisco. We
ALARM FELT IN ENGLAND.
would be glad f .yatcciin tell us if and said that it was one of his misSan
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predicted
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sionaries
we can hest help ty money or provisFeared That London May Also Be
ions by special train to San Fran- cisco quake on the streets of that
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Visited by Earthquake.

BABY COVERED Gil THOROUGH
WITH SORES YOUR CORRISP

THE WORK OcIELIEF
IS NOW BEING PUSHED

BY USING THE

WOULD HAVE DIED
BUT FOR CUTICURA.
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Goldfield Raises Money.....
Goldfield. Nlev April to—Goldfield
in the heart Of the southern Nevada
gold mining district, claims to be the
first city in the United States to rais.!
a relief fund for the San Francisco
earthquake sufferers. Yeaterday3oo was raised and by night it is expected that the fluid will amount to
410,000.

$309,000.00o ESCAPE FLAMES.
Preservation of Mint in 'Frisco Re?
rnarkable Incident of Disaster.

London, April ao.—Thc disaster in
San Francisco has causea, a thrill of
horror throughout England. In this
city it, is the only topic discussed.
Whole pages of the papers are takelp 'tip with such details as filter over
thr long length of wire that separates
I.6ndon from the Golden Gate. On
all sides genuine sympathy is expressed, not unmixed with alarm.
Sensational stories were circulated
that London might be visited by a
siMilat catastrophe to San Francisco's, in which city people here have
a lively, affectionate interest, owing
to the popularity of Bret Plarte's
writings. They have brought home
the terrors of the earthquake and fire
wIth an integoity which twenty Vestiviqs dikannfar could not effect.

San Francisco, Cal , April 2O.—
Of all the remarkable incidents of
the catastrophe in San Francisco the
escape of the United States mint is
perhaps the most wonderful. Withs!stiding the terrible shock of the
lite- Brottatland of Mm.
litthquake, It looked for a long tiin
"I thank God," said a San Francis- as if the building would be destroyed
can to an editor of the Chicago Ex- by fire. Inside the vaults of the
aminer, "that none of my people was great structure was $3o1,00o,000,in
lost
They are spared ro me and gold and silver coin and $11,00c000
NW. BO I shall hurry batk to ren- in tgold amt. silver bullion. The flames
der whatever assistance in my power swept titnrsatd this store of wealth
i0y stricken friends. Was any of from all ,Sides.
my property destroyed, you ask? Yes, That the building was saved is due
but what of that? We can make entirely to the efforts of Superintendmoney again and build again. We ent Leach, his assistants - and 1,1)e, fire
Crow Family Escaped.
must not talk about financial losses department of San Francisco. Every
Mrs. Jame F. Crow of Jackson
now. Our wounded must first be buIlding for many blocks around was better& Thtrel 'and Fourth
streets,
caren for."
razed, only the mint bunding stand- yesterday 'received a telegram from
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It Saver 25 per cent. of the Opeiator's
Time which is your time.

Underwood Typewriter Co.,
241 Broadway, New York.
Main and Fourth Sts., Douisville.
All Kinds Monuments and General

Cemetery

Work (Use

Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSURE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not become dark and discolored
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT

John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, 1609 TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.

•••04.
******••••

•
•

Fir st-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.

1 is Welch,
224 Broadway

PADUCAH, KY.

WEAR

Lender el, don's I
$3.00(6$3.50
..SHOES..
EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED
We Make Shoes to Order
309 Broadway,
Paducth, Ky.
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lemmanellimmieiaamowlete

We are now in a position to furnish any style or kind of vehicle direct from the factory, thus saving you the
middteman's profit, as we are the down-town agents for the HARDY BUGGIES, made in Paducah, by Paducah
workmen and strictly guaranteed.

Paducah Saddlery:Company
Corner Fourth and Jefferson Streets

Incorporated.

Paducah, Kentucky.
1111111113111111111111111110111MmillOPOInts
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PRIVATE AMBULANCE
"This oil of lemon," said the spice
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for Sick and Injured Only.
Tel phones, they say, are respon- merchant, "is an exquisite thing. It is
the best. Even experts would doubtBy ALBERT BIGELOW PAINE
SOUTH THIRD STREET.
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401 Fraternity Building.
became a letters, explains: "My days have been
a fountain that through the night best of toad, and plenty of exercise, and Guesquin's aerial restaurant
spent in the saddle ankLat,
_Red.;_Near_khont_as,..
Le resortof the Pellleg ens
sopareetly--areAnAohest-of
either too tired to write or else I have
humor. They have been exhibited from
the air.
no place or opportunity to write at all.
Pulque Brandy.
Not so costly was one built In Born the Atlantic to the Pacific ocean and In
Last Thursday I made 65 miles on horse•
bay for a native ruler some years ago Europe.
Puique brandy is described as a dia- ba-k. over a rough
trail. Solid virgin
and which is still In use. At the foul
bolical decoction from a species ot forests for 40 miles and not a dwelling
Love's Labor Lost.
corners were full-size figures of Greciae
cactus that if left on a desert island place to atop. I am now on the northern
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
maidens, the ones at the top holdInt
The automobile rushed down the by itself would raise a riot. Forte end of Lake Klamath,
Klamath county,
Both Phones 353
stringed instruments, while those al road-- huge, gigantic, sublime. Over nately for civilizadon, this fiery pie the most southern country in
Oregon. It
Office hours II to to a. tn., r to
the foot bore in their hands huge fans the fence hang the woman who works Lion has not become an article of com- Is a lumber and logging country. The
to 9 p. na.
Extending the full length of the bed hard and long—her husband is at the merce, but is distilled and drunk by church is unknown here.
God is not p, m. and
was a music box capable of playing cafe and she has 13 little ones. (As unblesteun half-breeds and thought of and Sunday is
like other
for half an hoar before the repertoire wrap flambee.) Suddenly upon the renegade vohltee of old Mexico, who days. Tbe church has a great open door
thirteenth esstuo the auto,taneeel ng,slew saql lay claim to a useful place is In these regions."
of tune was exhausted.
Will bring pleasure u) year
The weight of the body set thii him:And Milkweed on unlmoSring. The nature Only by exterminating mien
mnsic box in motion, while at the same woman who works hard and long rushed other.—Portland Oregonian.
home during the long winter
Wanted It at Once.
time the figures at the bead of the bee forward with hands, bands made rough
eernings. They are playing
"I disown you," cried the angry paEYE, EAR, NOSE AND
lingered the strings of their instru with- toil, upraised. She patujed and
Salt Beef lasted.
rent; "I shall cut you off with a ebilTHROAT.
rnents, while those at the foot wave. stood I nartictilate—a goddess, &giantess.
now at our store.
Come in
of
the
radical
Indicative
changes that
Office and Residence, ROoms 3 sal 4,
their fans, a concealed motor furnish Then she burled forth these words of ere being made lathe British navy is ling!"
Then you'll
and hear them.
"Yes, sir," replied the erring son
Columbia
log the power that kept the fans go derision, of despair: "Mon Dieu! And this recent statement by the admiralty:
meekly, "and might I have that shilling
Phone 1.242.--Rei.
I'd just washed him!"—Le Sport, Paris.
Want one.
Big selection of
lag all night long.
"No more contracts for supply of nail now?"—Life.
been
entered
Into,
se
have
it
has
beef
11 records.
The Illarber'r Substitute.
Of Course It Was.
been decided to abolish this artie,le
Accommodating.
"What in the world do you want with
OLIVER, OLIVER & WORROOR.
A wedding cerepoony had come to a of diet." Cold storage takes the DIM,
my daughters are al"Very,
sorry—all
close. The mother an
a phonograph?"
convulsively, of the beef barrel.
ready engaged."
"Oh, you see, I'm a oreature of habit and the bride dabbed her pretty eyes
"Ate well, never mind, I'll call again
I started recently to shave myself."
with a handkerchief. One of the bridesTouched Him.
time there's a vacancy."—Sphere. OFFICES: Benton. Ky., reef Inuit
next
"Well?"
also
affected
'
to tears.
maids was
'Did that magnetic healer do you
"Bet I find I can't concentrate my
"Why do you weep?" asked a groom,Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,,
mind on the Job unless acceffepanied man of the bridesmaid; "it's not your good?"
Rather a Different Thing.
)me good and plenty;
he
did
by a :Ready flow Of'bone, tesehan tad wedding." 'The
town 114 Fraternity Building.
Green,
where
are you go"Now, Mr.
1nt5k oti at him scornpugilistic
Courier fully "7$1-1'• t. re-cn ye u sturid'" merely touched ree, and made me give ing? Are (tii training for a race?"
Utci Phone 301
New Phoner
!'
,', "1-1
UD fl
' NJ!' sho ,ted Mr. Green in return.
.
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BACON'S

DIRVGATORES.1
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•

Dr. Sidney Gala

40,

FLOURNOY & REED
LA WYERS;

emmonumanowl

Henry's
Headache
Powders

•
•

S.

Dr. B. T. Hall

EXCURSION

$8.00 for the Round
Trip to 1 ennessee river
and return.

J. U. Oehischiaeoer

ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Atiornoy-at-Law

A. S. DABNE Y

•

•

PUR

Attorney at-Law

11.1.Rivers,M.D.

DR. R. F. HEARNE

Candy

•

Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
a

HAYES

0. D. Schmidt

Paducah,
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Kentucky.
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LAWYER S.

Warren & Warren
Jeweler::
403 Broadway
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AGAIN
THE BENCH!

Th National
JUDGE
gar Stands
ON
.104,
co posed of two thousand retail
isrirugg
'ts, scattered throughout the
States, who have concenUnite
trated their league buying power in
a singl co-operative concern. These
.2.000 tares, constitute the greatest
retail 1 •ague outlet on earth, Consethe N. C. A. Co., becomes
ca non
the lar rest single customer for tobacco ver known in the history of
business. That is why we
the esig
the terms??? we do.
can off

HERONS

NI9

ANTS
WAN ED—For U. S. Army;
able-bodlI unmarried men between
ages of z and 33; •ciiii.cus ot'United S ates, of good character sad
ternparate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
4131ASP to Recruitine offices, New
Richmond House, Paducah. Ky.
. . •
• wirtrt dining room girls wanted
at HOW raig, Fifth and Jefferson.

The many friends of Judge Sanders are glad to se him opt again,
and on the.. police court bench, dis-,
pensing justice, afte„cr a month's confinement at his home on Ninth and
Monroe WICrt3. He looks well and
apparently thoroughly convalescent,
but states he ,s yet a little weak, on
acsount of hi; siege. He is strong
enough though to be on the bench
and in his off.,:e.

Walter Rhodes continues -idling
Letter in his private ward at Riverside hospital; and the attending physreians believe he will be well
enough today to be taken back to
his home on _l_fferson just beyond
Thirteenth
The dangerous
s:age has pas,, and he is now on
the road to i..:covory, unless unexpected complications developed, and
cothing exists evidencing a turn of
this nature. He ie the son of. Mr.
H. C. Rhodes, th furniture man
of North Fourth and was hit in the
head with a rock by another boy.

— Residence, Ninti
Geo. t_.

Alderman Out Yesterday.
Alderman Oscar Starks was able
to out for drive yesterday, after a
el::)tr•
several days confinement at home
RENT—Ready v.
HOTEL' NOE
ith illness.
illigeth'Springs with a
7rnisfsed
telephone, h H. Long, Hinson,.
,
ft
Ten

wyr7refirpliarte

rak‘

IONS

4
P

MATINEE AND NIGHTS

two,rhikipen

rs cents.
iy grid enjoy those
Co
feliffojectfortiibli chart
en
actors will be allowed.
Yr

MISS KATE WATSON

TED. ••

Flit.and B'wny.

LeaguePark I

MR. GUS COHAN
and a Star Cast of Capable Actors

GRAND

STAND

PRICES--Matinee: Children, 10c; Adults, 2be.
Night Prices-25c, 35c, 50c, 75c and $1.00

ON

General

•

Admission sis Cents.

SEATS

6o.

CENTS.

SALE SMITH & NAGEL'S.

irouRrH a

BROADWAY.
•

Seats on sale Friday, 9 a. m.

GAME CALLED AT saa

employed by the city is "cow ...itch.*
'rrrived here yesterday to visit
er" for Paducah.
his sisters, Mes. Lott Herring and
President Bagby, of the publ4 li- Miss Lena Ilenneberger, oi South
RIVER RIPPLINGS.
brary, feels thankful that the ordi- Third street
-il•:nance is to be enforced from this
144.4-:-11-4-4-4.-t-I-S.-e-.--:-:--:-.:Mrs. A. B. Pugh of Clarksville,
morning on, as y•sterday he said the Tenn, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. T.
stsTeahere.........-••••--71f:eirsirtiuvnuceiprkgh
night before he walked over the lawn
y gets out
The
C. Baskette.
surrounding the institution at Ninth
this afterfor the
Mr.
Joe
B.
Flasch,
engineer
of
the
and Broadway, and found nine cows
stream
that
noon.
loitering around the place. ife.ustarly ferryboat Bettie Owen, has returned
until nextt.
threw his arm off, tossing bricks at from a week's stay at Dawson
The Joe Fowler went to EvansSprings.
them.
ville yesterday and comes back
Mr. Edward 0. Leigh, private
ins4-1-lot+++4+4-4-4-4-4—a-1--a-1-4-1.4-4-4—H•4•• secretary to Governor Beckham, is again tomorrow. She then lays
morning:
Monday
til
o'clock
to
I ';. in the city from Frankfort x busiI The John S. Hopkins comes in am.
•:.
PERSONAL NOTES.
regs.
day from Evansville arid kavcs imGeorge Dickens has returned from mediately on her return for ttuil
visiting for several
mouths
at city.
The Dick Fowler gets out few
Franklin. Ky.
Mr. Oscar noose rearnen last
Cairo
this morning at eight o'clocli
Engineer
F. Rafferty returned
night to his home in Memphis. yesterday from attending court at and comes back
tonight
abeam
Tenn., after visiting his parents. Mr. W'ckliffe.
e:even. She then lays here instil
and Mrs. George Rouse of North
:
Mr. R. J. Turnbull is in Nashville, next Monday.
Fourth street.
The Buttorff leaves Nashville toTenn., on business.
Captain. Robert D. Morrow of
knets here tonnoznow, and lays
Rev. D. C. -Wright returned yesDanville, Tenn., is in the city.
Monday before departing for
terday from Metropolis whits,* he
Clarkiville, Tenn.
Capt. E R. Dtdt, the tie man, is held services the night before.
here from Joppa and Brookport.
Mrs. Charles James of Evansville, The Georgia Lee today passes
Miss Elizabeth Gourley of Benton Ind., arrived yesterday to, visit her here en route up to Cincinati from
Memphis.
will arrive today to visit Miss Gus- sister, Mrs. Charles J. Klger. ,
The City of Sabato leaves St.
sir Smith.
Mr. Vdaughan Scott is in thisIN ty
uis today and gets here tomorrow
Mrs. Lawrence B. Anderson of from a Southern drumming trips
,
Mayfield is visiting relatives at An
be en route up to the Tennessee
Miss Cruthey Cachey of M
IVCC.
North Fifth street.
is visiting in the city,
Ur. Charles W. Collie is -here from
The Paducah Furtsitnre.,-tompany
Mr. George iBarkley is visiting in
Louisville, coming in yesterday. He
has sold its towboat Sycamore to •
Mayfield.
the Johnson Construction company,
s the life insurance man transferred
Mr. M. Rose and wife of Mayfield of Nashville, Tears, for $2,son.
to that place several months ago by
are visiting Mrs M A. Byrd
his company.
Kentucky avenue near Third str
drummer, arrived in the city yester- —1CDT-Trervtartr-itintraf713esCal. is visiting his uncle, Mr.
day.
Mr. P. G. Kern, of the Tlegraph Wacker,
403TA Broadway.
Mr. James P. *Smith, wife
Delivery boy ,service, arrived here
child, have returned from
yesterday from Atlanta, Ga.
Louis Henneberger, of Chi- Christian, Miss.
Old Telephone t6r6.
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EYES TESTED FREI
By irapest Graduate Ctnliniima
Saalisciwat Guaranteed.

W 0LFF,

Duf

Pressing and Cleaning

JEWELER & OPTICIAN
327 Broadv ay..

row •••••••••.atrore.
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You will have-to buy more COALchis season. Why not buy

TRADEWATER COAL

So you will know where to get the BEST COAL for NEXT Win LK?
Lump 13c, Nut 12c.
;Both Telephones254. Foot of

s.

West Kentucky C al Co.

•

t
HeTt.
ENGLERT
Op BRYANT

Incorporated.

stioninginglonamS

.41111111111nwsnmal

v

ads.,

PADUCAH vs EVANSVILLE
APRIL 20,21, 3i

CENTS, BOX

3s

TICKETS

ENGLERT db.
BRYANT'S
Specials

R. W. WALIEER & CO.,

061 Phone 1451r.
Haw Phone 743

326-33fl S. yd St.

As "Roxima" supported by the Popular German Comedian

ROW

Good Paint Cheap

REPAIRING DONE BY MECHANICS.

S. E MITCHELL,

Chief James Collins, of the police
force, is preparing to enforce the
Town Cow law, and yesterday announced that commencing this morning, there will be taken up and impounded all members of the bovirie
family found roaming the public
thoroughfares of Paducah. This information is hailed with great delight
by everybody, as all have been anxiously waiting for the municipal authorities to enforce the ordinance
which the appellate court has decided
is valid.
Lycurgus Rice. formerly clerk
at the touis Clark gocery, has been

HOUSEHOLD
...PAINTS

*1

far this brand. We also carry a large line of M. & W. and all standard
tires and a complete line of supplies. See our READING BICYCLES
before you buy, they are those so mile an hour wheels apfl have more rte.
ords than any other bicycle on the market.
If you wish a luxury in the bicycle line call and see

THOROUGHBRED MOTOR CYCLE.
PrIcutiest Right, Tuns Easy, Ohl Bicycles Wm hi Wing

A Comedy Drama in Three Acts

.1
J.
yyliting of public
vett(
scluippspicic'p
staterday
ste Held
aftern' wit
.ot his
West Br
was
office
--The handsome, Jicke± ,ca$a for
the doifts4oth,icifk0
the T. t. arrived yesierTaY and will be instafled
at once. sAiuti•ss; 410,114.0.
During the Paducah Preitbyterr
meeting at,,Ssyrgiso...414.,. several
<lays ago, Rev. W. E. Cave of this
‹iiy, was. eltictri., presbytery delegate to the „ginlral- assembly that
meets Ilay.roth at Greenville, N. C. t8 pounds Granulated Sugar.. .3t.00
3 prom s
DireRay
*c
; lbs. Cooking Figs for
25C
Anyone wanting .
flower dirt, 3 lbs. California Prunes for
asc
teleplionC George*.
•at 1014 over s cans Fancy Corn for
Pure Hor.e Radish, ground,
old 'phone.
SOC
per pt.
25c
cans 3-lb Baked Beans for
We Ise dining out our Fancy Picnic Hams, per lb
toc
Peaches,
per
Evaporated
Fancy
line of
taY2,:
pound ..
Reindeer String Beans, per can lot!
Ise
Fancy Can French Sardines
se
Scrub Brushes at
25C
a lbs. Fresh Crackers for
a cans Thistle Peas for
2-lb can Fancy Mince Meat for tSc
at very little above cost.
25c
3 Fancy Mackerel -for
At housecleaning time, a Royal Eelf-Rising Flour, per
25C
sack
small can of paint will cover a
multitude of sins.
This is Monarch Sweet Pickles, mixed
,
or plain, per quart
20"
housecleaning time and we are
Fancy Sour Pickles, per gal. —25s
selling
sc
Fancy New Dates, per lb.
tsc
Extra Lemons, per dozen
Just received some fancy country
hams.'

4f

Fresh, Fast, Furious From
•
First inning to Finish

THE -me=

KEEP COWS UP

On steamer Dick Fowler given by
Locomotive
the Besalkterhood of
FiremeiLapd Lpkies' society.

Both Pboase

SATURDAY, APRIL 21

Proof
The Successful Innovation and Laugh- Made from high grade rubberCactus
and Sea Island Cotton, properly wrapped
and frictioned. They are supplied with an extra heavy tread to resist punting Surprise of the Season
tries. We guarantee them to be perfect in construction and material and
will replace free of charge any defective tire. We are SOLE AGENTS

tlf

Drvggists,

Telephone 548

This is "IT"

4

INCORPO

cr.

"Hoosier Girl"

Roomed
)flag
all modern conboase iri LVV st
This morning at 9 o'clock at the
throughout.
, Frescoed
srenentekCommercial
club headquarters on
Appiirria ,S. DuBois.
South Fonrth street there woill be
held a meeting by the stockholders
11% T—Lowct apartments
of
Paducah Chautauqua, association
Sixth
street.
-.North
of ho
tor the purpose of
rtkitr.ring with
TtGE RAWLEIGH.
Mr. James Shaw.
.argrived yesFor Rent. Room. Elegantly' fur- terday from Blosimington, III., end
nished. Centrally located for two is here to start off ,a11-ierrangernents
young ladies. Reasonable. Box 95, for the affair to be c•Tducted here
during June. It wa4 intended to
City.
hold a session of the 'stockholders,
FOR RENT—Two nice rooms at last evening, but was postponed un324 N. Fifth. Call at house, or old til this morning. '
The stockholders of the associa'phosie 165r.
tion are Messrs. John S. Bleecker,
OR RENT—Rooms for light Charles Weille, David W. Coons, W.
housekeeping. Apply 3)South Third. F. Paxton, Harry Meyers, Charles
W. Thompson. Robert B. Phillips,
FOR REN —One nicely furn- Joseph l- , Friedman and Dr. J.
ished room fo gentleman at Elev- Kshert Coleman.
en the aod Je erson. 'Phone 2238.
Mr. Shaw feels very enthusiastiz
over the great interest shown here
and believes the local affair will be
one of the largest initial events ever
occurring in any city.
_-

.

KING
BE
ENTUCKY

Fun

CHAUTAUQUA

NT —Eight

•

A Heavy Tire
For Heavy
Riders

Move Boy H6me.

Mayer Sits Up.
Mayor Yeiser was able to sit up
yesterday at his home on North
$750-00 ; iproved farm near laxon Fourth street, but the doctors will
Mills, 0 crel, easy terms. .'ipply not permit him to leave the house
613 Broad af:
for a few days yet.
FOR 'afi
and Jeffl•
Hughtt.

• ingifiam,

Ntal
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